
 

 

 
 
 

 

 

  

You must be able to identify a wide range of hardware, software and peripherals 

required to create and view multimedia. 

 

Examples of software 
Audacity: Free audio editing software. Ideal for creating podcasts.  
Adobe Audition: Professional Audio editing for studio broadcast quality music and voice.  
Spotify: Streaming audio playback software.  
iTunes: Audio file online purchase and playback software 

Peripheral Devices 

A peripheral device is something that can be added to a computer that has a 
specific purpose. Its purpose will be to add additional functionality or to aid a 
computer system with a specific task.  
Peripheral devices are typically hardware systems that are considered to be 
auxiliary (provides help or support) to a system, for examples, a multimedia 
computer. Peripheral devices can be input devices, output devices or a 
combination of output and input devices known as hybrid devices. 

CPUs - Central Processing Unit (CPU) is an essential part in any computer. It is considered as the brain of computer, where processing and synchronization of all activities takes 

place. The efficiency of a computer is judged by the speed of the CPU in processing of data. For a multimedia computer the latest processor is preferred because of its higher 

efficiency. 

Monitors - The text or graphics in a monitor is created as a result of an arrangement of tiny dots, called pixels. Resolution is the amount of details the monitor can reproduce. 

Resolution is defined in terms of horizontal and vertical pixels (picture elements) displayed on the screen. 

Video Cards - Video cards convert the information from the CPU into images that can be displayed on the monitor. They have their own specialist high speed processors 

(Graphics Processor Unit or GPU) and have their own high speed 

Sound Cards - Sound cards convert the digital representation of sound into an analogue signal that we can hear. The quality of sound reproduction is also depended on how 

fast and accurately the sound card converts digital to analogue. 

Storage - Secondary storage, such as hard disk drives (HDD) and Solid State Disk Drives (SSD) are required to store the computer software and to save multimedia files. 

Peripheral storage is used to back up multimedia files, such as USB drives, CD-ROMs, DVDs or Blu-ray discs. More recent Blue-ray discs can store larger files. 

Touchpads - Touchpads are commonly used for controlling photo editing by professionals. They are touch and pressure sensitive and are more accurate than mice. 

Applications are also used on smartphones to 

do lots of things, such as social networking, 

listening to music and messaging. 
 

Kemnal Key Questions 

 What is software? 

 What are the two main types of software? 

 What is hardware? 

 What does systems software do? 

 What is a user interface? 

 What is applications software? 

  


